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A B O U T S O U L TR A V E L

“Soul Travel” is a soft-adventure responsible travel blog for those who want to
experience the magic of travel, while giving back to the destinations they visit and their
people.

Soul Travel is an inspirational and practical guide to sustainable travel: that shows how to travel
and create a positive impact. It’s for people who want to travel to improve, to connect with
themselves and the world, and to travel to make the world a better place through sustainable,
positive-impact tourism.
You’ll find us looking for off the beaten track destinations where travel can do good, hopping on
and off of trains (or other forms of local transport), and looking for more sustainable and
responsible travel options in established destinations.
Soul Travel appeals to travellers who are increasingly aware of both the opportunities that travel
can bring for personal discovery and growth, but also of the negative effects of mass-tourism.
Soul Travel is about showing travellers the most inspiring places to visit and stay that give back to
local communities – either off the beaten track, or on it but experiencing a different side of a
destination.
Soul Travel caters to travellers with a range of budgets – from backpacking to luxury. Whether a
travel experience costs pennies or thousands of dollars, what matters to us is: is it sustainable?

Our mission is simple: to help conscious travellers find the most amazing sustainable
travel options on earth.
Read more here.

MEET SOUL TRAVEL

Hi! We're Ellie & Ravi, the couple behind Soul Travel.
Tourism, hospitality and travel run through our CV's as much as through our veins - here's a little more about us.
We're an Anglo-Indian couple who actually met on our travels. Soul Travel was started in 2016, and since then our journeys have taken us through the Middle East, South
Asia, Europe and now Canada where we are based (Toronto). We love to mix up visiting more "obscure" destinations as well as the path more travelled in search of travel
that does good and stories of warm hospitality & connection.
A Londoner by birth, Ellie is now more often to be found riding trains around Eurasia. Ellie is a tourism professional with 12 years of experience in hospitality sales &
marketing, and online travel. Prior to Soul Travel, Ellie worked as Global Accounts Director for global OTA Booking.com in Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Building
professional relationships and finding win-win solutions come as second nature to her, as well as understanding trends and practices within tourism & travel.
Raised in the bustling Indian mega-city of Mumbai, Ravi holds an MBA in Marketing alongside 8 years experience in the PR and Communications sector. Ravi also has
experience in growing the online travel market in Canada and managing relationships with hotel suppliers. He brings business development and communication skills
and a sharp photographer's eye to Soul Travel.
In addition to running Soul Travel Blog, Ellie & Ravi run Soul Travel Consulting which offers digital marketing services for Impact Travel organisations.
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WHAT OUR READERS SAY
“Great blog! Responsible travel is so important, and barely anyone talks about it.”
DIVYA, INDIA
“Hello Ellie & Ravi, this post is extremely interesting and inspiring! We are planning a trip to India in late October. Like
everyone, we are intrigued and attracted by Rajasthan – but doing a bit of research, we were quickly also put off by
comments around the crowds, the amount of tourists, etc. We figured it might be tougher than we thought to organise a
genuine and authentic trip, discovering cities and places without flocks of fellow Europeans / Americans, and then I read your
post! Thank you for showing us ideas for travel in Rajasthan in a more adventurous and mindful way!”
ASTRID, GERMANY
“I wish all luxury hotels were that careful in being sustainable. I believe if the desire comes from the customers, they’ll do it.
Let’s hope this hotel inspires many others!!!”
ELOISE, UK
“This is such an important post. We have a duty to preserve the sights and cultures that make this world so diverse and
beautiful, through every means possible. I personally always try to go off the beaten path when I can, but keeping
sustainability in mind is something I definitely need to work on. Thank you for sharing, it was super informative!”
LYNN,UK
"Quite the opposite of what I expected Jordan to look like if I’m honest, your photos are stunning! For me the local interaction
and immersion in culture at a place is what I look forward to the most, so this is right up my street!"
NICKY, USA

WHY WORK WITH US

Responsible Travel is a fast growing and strategically important “niche” within the travel industry, which we
hope will become the norm. With the International Year of Sustainable Tourism Development (as designated by
the UN World Tourism Organisation) in 2017, responsible & sustainable tourism has seen increased interest,
engagement and momentum in recent months.
Responsible tourism, however, remains a complicated concept for the average traveller – with “green washing”
being an issue and many people not having the time or knowledge to find the most responsible travel options.
For many indeed, responsible tourism may not even appeal. And that’s where we come in.
We can help get the word out about your organisation or your responsible tourism project.
At Soul Travel, readers trust us for our authentic and honest communication about responsible travel, and for
getting beyond any marketing hype: with our critical eye, our seal of approval matters.

Our responsible travel guides rank highly in Google and are some of the most comprehensive freely available
today, and with over 80% of our traffic coming from organic search (SEO) we capture the right audience looking
to book responsible travel.

We’re committed to supporting industry initiatives to further sustainable tourism and are proud to be members
of the following associations. This has direct benefits for our partners (you!) as members often share and
syndicate content, meaning even more reach and coverage for your organisation.

COLLABORATIONS
WOULD YOU LIKE TO SHOWCASE YOUR PRODUCT TO OUR AUDIENCE?

We offer collaboration opportunities through Soul Travel Blog and also through our digital marketing consultancy services.

THROUGH SOUL TRAVEL BLOG WE OFFER
HOTEL / TOUR / PRODUCT REVIEWS / FAM TRIPS
We’ll visit and review your eco friendly accommodation, responsible tour or product
intended for environmentally conscious travellers on Soul Travel blog (costs must be
covered by the host). We're always on the look out for places that are doing good.
SPONSORED CONTENT & GIVEAWAYS:
Have a responsible travel product or service you want to get the word out about?
We’ll work with you to create a sponsored content campaign which could include
blog coverage, social media and newsletter mentions, together with booking
incentives for Soul Travel readers.
BRAND AMBASSADORSHIPS:
Let's work together for a longer period of time to communicate about your product
to our community of responsible travellers.

SOCIAL MEDIA TAKEOVERS:
We have quite an eye for engaging content and copy for social media. We can share
the love by “taking over” your instagram (or other social media) for a period of time
and sharing our content and experiences with your readers to increase engagement.
Takeovers are also promoted on Soul Travel blog social media channels.
FREELANCE WRITING AND PHOTOGRAPHY:
We've had our writing and photography featured all over the internet - get in touch to
discuss writing commissions and photography projects.
HAVE AN IDEA THAT’S NOT LISTED?
We love to explore new opportunities to spread the message about responsible
tourism, so drop us a line to discuss on info@soultravelblog.com.com

PREVIOUS PARTNERSHIPS
"Thank you Ellie and Ravi for your constant professionalism and speed of reply! It is really appreciated and we’ve loved working with you
both. I hope we can collaborate again in the future!"
REBECCA FIELD, SOCIAL MEDIA & MARKETING MANAGER, PALA EYEWEAR
“Ellie was an absolute dream to work with. She is particularly knowledgeable in the area of responsible travel, and remains true to her niche.
Ellie’s writing is clear and concise and she is becoming a thought leader in her space which is nicely aligned with G Adventures and our key
messages. We loved having her travel with us and wouldn’t hesitate to work with her again. Ellie is a true professional in every sense of the
word and delivers great work on time, with measurable results.”
CASEY MEAD, GLOBAL PR LEAD, G ADVENTURES.

GET IN TOUCH
Drop us a line to see how we can help spread the word about your product or to discuss
collaboration ideas!
info@soultravelblog.com
soultravelblog.com
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